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1972

PANDORA’S BOX
“Like a fella named Milhous recently said, Phase One
has just about had it – and it’s time for Phase Two to begin.”
Stan Lee’s Soapbox, August 1972
Richard Milhous Nixon was about to
have the most dramatic year in his life.
While being the first American President
ever to visit Communist China; and the
President who finally withdrew
American troops from the hopeless
conflict in Vietnam which claimed 58,220
American lives and achieved little or
nothing; and the President who signed
the Moscow Pact with Leonid Brezhnev
– and all this in 1972 – a burglary at the
Watergate Hotel on May 30th in
Washington D.C. was about to launch a
series of events which would lead to his
being the only President ever to resign
from office.

In Derry, Northern Ireland, during the
Civil War which Westminster insisted on
watering down to “The Troubles”, British
soldiers shot 26 unarmed civilians, the
worst mass shooting in the history of
Northern Ireland. The civilians had been
protesting about the internment of
alleged members of the IRA without trial.
The day is still referred to as Bloody
Sunday.

Meanwhile over in Uganda, despotic
leader (and self-proclaimed King of
Scotland!), Idi Amin, vowed to expel
50,000 of his own people. Eventually his
reign proved so terrible that Private Eye
dropped their satirical parody of his
diaries – some leaders are beyond
parody.

While both Marvel
and DC celebrated
the 1000th issues
of some of their
famous titles,
a UK publication
celebrated its
10,000th!!
The Spectator...

At the Summer Olympics in Munich,
West Germany, Black September, a
terrorist organisation, kidnapped and
then killed 11 members of the Israeli
team. A botched rescue attempt led to
five West German police and one of the
kidnappers also being killed. The world
watched in horror.

But, whenever bad things happen,
other parts of life continue as normal.

The little remembered Magnavox
Odyssey was the first ever computer
game. And when Atari launched Pong,
the world went crazy for this type of
game. HP created the first hand-held
calculator, but at $395 it proved much
less popular than these games (buy one
now for c. $5).
While Apollo 17 was the last American
manned Moon mission, 1972 was also the
year that NASA launched their space
shuttle program.
As Paris, France, packed away its
guillotine for the last time, December
10th was proclaimed International
Human Rights Day.
And, in a change to our published
program, HBO launched, and people
quickly became used to paying for
televisual content.
Over at Marvel there was a change of
tone in Stan Lee’s Soapbox dated April
1972. Not a single plug for a new
publication. Not a light-hearted romp
through Stan’s mind. Instead: “These
brief, random thoughts are being written
just a short time after the Attica State
Prison tragedy.” He was referring to
September 9th 1971 when a riot began at
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this prison which led a few days later to
10 of the prisoners’ hostages and 29
prisoners being killed by State Troopers
and Guards who had indiscriminately
fired 2000 rounds of ammunition. Stan
continues: “I wonder what life would be
like if we weren’t so pre-occupied with
proving ourselves right and the other guy
wrong.” Did this kind of writing have a
place in a comic book? Had DC ever
published something like this about the
“real world”?
A few months before, Spider-Man
broke the Comics Code. The issue was
returned as unsuitable because the story
dealt with a drug addict which was
deemed to be unacceptable according to
the spirit of the Code. So, why had Stan
even written the story? Because he had
received a letter from the US
government’s Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare asking him to use
these best-selling comics to warn his
audience about the problems of
dangerous, highly addictive drugs. The
Enforcers of the Code were out of step
with changes in society. The comics were
published without the stamp of approval,
the story was covered in newspapers
throughout the world (e.g. the Daily
Express in the UK), the sales of the comic
were unaffected by the lack of that stamp,
and the Code had to be changed.
The most noticeable change happened
to General Standards, Part B, Clause 5:
“Scenes dealing with, or instruments
associated with walking dead, torture,
vampires and vampirism, ghouls,
cannibalism, and werewolfism are
prohibited”. The lid was removed from
that particular Pandora’s box – and once
it is removed it cannnot be sealed up
again. Soon we had:
Werewolf by Night – you can’t really
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go wrong with artwork from the
Eisneresque Mike Ploog. Unfortunately
the stories often did not always live up to
the artistic promise.
Tomb of Dracula – the best of the
bunch. Marv Wolfman used to carry
around a book of sketches by famous
(really famous) artists ( Joe Shuster, for
example) of wolf-men. So it seems he was
fated to write this book. Wonderfully
atmospheric artwork by Gene Colan and
Tom Palmer make for a still readable
series. Issue 10 introduced the character
of Blade who, from 1998, proved that a
good film could be made based around a
Marvel character.
Man-Thing – first appeared in
Adventure into Fear (strangely “fear” was
not a word banned by the original Code),
before gaining its own title. It is most
famous nowadays for the introduction in
issue 19 of Fear of Howard the Duck.
Steve Gerber and Val Mayerick were
really letting their imaginations run wild
here.
Ghost Rider – Apart from taking as
much time off as possible to play golf,
Martin Goodman always kept an eye on
titles whose copyright had lapsed or were
in the public domain. This exercise of
gobbling up titles eventually gave us
Daredevil and Captain Marvel. Ghost
Rider was originally a western strip
produced for Magazine Enterprises in the
1950s and drawn by Dick Ayres. When
Marvel got the title, Dick Ayres was the
artist once again. Of course, Goodman
now owned the actual name, so no need
to stick to the Western character who was
renamed Night Rider. Mike Ploog’s
design for the new biker-with-a-flamingskull is terrific. And this also led to a
movie – 1972 was a good year for Marvel
properties.

Not all Marvels were slanted to horror.
Bill Everett returned to his Sub-Mariner
and his artwork was perhaps better than
ever. Luke Cage, Hero for Hire was an
attempt to give such a character his own
title, and of course, he has resurfaced on
TV. And then Patsy Walker returned.
Patsy’s original title lasted 20 years, 1945
– 1965, giving the lie to Marvel’s origins
in 1961.
So, a busy enough year for Marvel –
but there was more. Phase Two, in fact. “
I’ve been bustin’ to tell you that Rascally
Roy Thomas ... has been promoted to
Editor! That means the titanic Mr T will
be the omnipotent overseer of all our
plots and stories.” (Soapbox, August
1972) What had happened behind the
scenes was that Martin Goodman had
sold Marvel to Cadence Industries. Now
the only stipulation Cadence made was
that Stan Lee had to stay. They did not
value Chip Goodman, Martin’s son, since
it was Stan who was the face of Marvel.
Chip’s main legacy was that he had sold
nearly all of the film rights which would
cause no end of trouble in years to come.
Now Stan was the Publisher and in
charge of the black-and-white magazine
division for which he had plenty of plans.
Over in the UK – and remember, Stan’s
wife hailed from Newcastle – Marvel
would now publish its own comics rather
than license them to Odhams or
whatever. Mighty World of Marvel was
an all reprint title, but it birthed a whole
comics division in Britain and eventually
gave us original titles including Captain
Britain.
There was not really a Comics Code in
the UK, but Nasty Tales got into trouble,
especially over a Robert Crumb cartoon.
It began with a strangely coloured cover
(orange and purple!). It was neither your

average comic nor was it aimed at
children. It had a great selection of
Underground artists: Chris Welsh, S.
Clay Wilson, Spain (Trashman), Gilbert
Shelton (The Fabulous Furry Freak
Brothers and Wonder Warthog), Skip
Williamson, and Vaughn Bodé. And
then...There was a trial, The Crown (did
the Queen really read it?) vs Barker,
Farren, Farren, Lewis and Bloom
Publications. They Crown lost, so Nasty
Tales immediately reprinted the Crumb
art which had got them into trouble in
the first place. Then Oz magazine funded
Cozmic Comics, so alternative, adult
titles finally had a chance in a UK market
which had long ago relegated comics to
the nursery, in Tolkien’s phrase.
In the movie business, too, the big
films were not a bundle of laughs. In spite
of a gruesome scene of violence (look it
up), John Boorman’s Deliverance went
on to get eight nominations for various
awards and was deemed one of the best
films of the year. But, of course, there
was also The Godfather. When Michael
pulls that trigger (spoiler) his life changes
forever and not always for the better.
And then in Cabaret, there is a chilling
scene. Sitting outside a bar, an old man
no longer seems to be enjoying his drink
as the other patrons stand up to join in
the singing of Tomorrow Belongs to Me.
Tomorrow would not belong to the old
man with the Nazis in power.
The Code changes had an effect on
DC, too. One of Kirby’s best and most
enduring creations while he was at DC
was The Demon which would not have
been allowed the previous year. Then
there was Weird Mystery Tales, a kind of
EC reboot, which was hosted by Destiny
who would go on to feature in Gaiman’s
Sandman. The first 3 issues contained
some nice Kiby stories originally
scheduled for the failed experiment of

Spirit World. And then, combining
horror and western, All-Star Western
issue 10 saw the debut of Jonah Hex, and
featured the fine art of Gray Morrow on
El Diablo.
Kirby was naturally disappointed that
his magazine sized books had been
cancelled so early. But a rather mean side
of him revealed itself in Mister Miracle
issue 6. It featured a thinly disguised Stan
Lee as Funky Flashman (“a vain, toupeewearing jerk”) and “his doting servant”
Houseroy was Roy Thomas. “It was a
brutal narrative assault. Roy Thomas
later had lunch with Kirby and told the
writer/artist that Stan ‘was kind of hurt
by that Funky Flashman thing you did.’
In Thomas’s recollection, ‘Jack just gave
this nervous laugh.’” Jack insisted it was
good fun, but neither Roy nor Stan could
agree with him. It was just nasty. [Quotes
from True Believer by Abraham
Riesman.]
Kirby’s Fourth World was not selling
well, but it did give him a chance to
combine his unpublished newspaper
strip, Kamandi of the Caves (1956) with a
concept from The Last Enemy in
Alarming Tales #1 (Harvey,
September1957) to create Kamandi and
allude to Planet of the Apes.

the return of the Seven Soldiers of
Victory, originally created by Siegel’s old
nemesis, Mort Weisinger.
But there was one outstanding
publication this year from DC: Tarzan of
the Apes. Of course, this character had
been drawn by Hal Foster and Burne
Hogarth, but DC made a wise choice in
giving this version to Joe Kubert. This
book should be in everyone’s collection.
Let us end this most interesting year
with a mention of a Japanese series, often
referred to as Wolf and Baby Carriage.
You would think that a samurai would be
hindered by having to push a pram
around everywhere, but not a bit of it.
Koike Kazuo and artist Kojima Gohseki
tell the long story of the wandering
samurai, Ito Ogame and his son Daigoro.
The series is 28 books long, over 8,333
pages. It was filmed as Shogun Assassin.
Stan Lee felt he could discuss serious
(very serious) subjects in his Soapbox.
He took comics seriously and it seemed
the world was starting to do so too.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

When Denny O’Neil took over
Wonder Woman with #200, no one told
him it was an anniversary issue! So, it is
#203 which is more important, a nocostume (don’t get excited, she is
wearing clothes) Women’s Lib issue.
Finally, after 10 years, Supergirl
debuted in her own series, but without
Joe Siegel of course. Swamp Thing also
got his own book.
JLA celebrated its 100th edition with
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10
Tomb Of Dracula

Tits & Clits Comix #1
& Wimmen's Comix #1

Written by Gerry Conway, Plot by Roy
Thomas, Art by Gene Colan, Letters by
John Costanza, Cover by Neal Adams.
Marvel Comics (USA)

Tits & Comix by Joyce Farmer and
Lyn Chevli, published by Nanny Goat
Productions (USA)
Wimmen's Comix - Anthology, edited
by Patricia Moodian, published by
Last Gasp (USA)

The Drac is back - for the first time
at Marvel! In the midst of the
superheroes at Marvel, it might have
seemed a strange move to bring in one
of horror's most iconic and famous
character - but it worked, establishing
Dracula as a major villain in the Marvel
Universe at the same time (and also,
because old Drac is public domain, no
expensive licensing fees!) The
popularity of the comic grew and
grew, no doubt due in no small part to
the brilliance of Gene Colan’s art.
It’s also a pretty valuable bit of ‘70s
comic history - with the record price
for the first issue peaking to $4,000 for
a 9.8 grade in 2004.
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Underground Comix in the 60s and
early 70s were missing one key thing women. But the times, as they say,
were a-changing... and 1972 saw two
radical, all-female, ground-breaking,
and powerful new comix coming out
within weeks of each other...
Wimmen's Comix and, a few weeks
earlier, Tits & Clits Comix.
They weren't the first all-women
made comix, that was the one-shot It
Ain't Me, Babe, from 1970, edited by
Trina Robbins. But Tits & Clits and
Wimmen's Comix were the first and
second ongoing comic series solely
created by women. And between them
they featured some of the finest
women artists of the time, including
Aline Kominsky, Lee Marrs, Joyce
Farmer, Mary Fleener, Melinda
Gebbie, Phoebe Gloeckner, Roberta
Gregory, Carol Lay, Dori Seda, Joyce
Brabner, Krystine Kryttre, and many
more – pushing boundaries and
breaking new ground quite brilliantly.

08
Rose of Versailles

By Riyoko Ikeda
Serialised in Margaret (Japan)
Ikeda's Rose of Versailles, set at the
end of the French revolution, is a
hugely important title in the history
of Manga and, in particular, Shojo
Manga.
This enchanting and enthralling
tale of two women, Marie
Antoinette, Queen of France, and
Oscar de Jarjayes, commander of the
Royal Guard at Versailles (she was
brought up as a boy by her military
father), was THE breakthrough
moment in Shojo Manga. Before this,
Shojo was seen as a childish, simple
thing for little girls. After the huge
critical and commercial success of
Rose of Versailles, Ikeda showed
critics, readers, and publishers that
anything was possible in Shojo,
opening the doors to allow artists to
create beautiful, brilliant, involved
works for an older audience.

YOU HAVE TO OWN
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Mighty World of Marvel #1 –
The beginnings of Marvel UK

Mazinger Z

Maus – in the anthology
Funny Animals #1

Anthology - edited by Tony Isabella
Marvel UK (UK)

By Go Nagai
Shonen Jump

By Art Spiegelman
Apex Novelties (USA)

For an entire generation or more of
British comics readers, Marvel UK was
an entry point into comics. Through
Marvel UK, we found superheroes, we
fell in love with the medium, and we
went on to adore the best of Marvel UK
over the years, whether that was the
Moore/Davis Captain Britain, the UK
Transformers comic, or whatever your
particular entry comic was.
And it all started here with Mighty
World of Marvel #1. Reprinting Hulk,
Fantastic Four, and Spider-Man in
glorious black and white with occasional
(and usually pretty poor) colour, cutting
up the stories to fit the format, these
were rough things no doubt, but they
established the Marvel UK so many of us
knew and loved.

Not content with redefining horror
Manga with Devilman this year, Go
Nagai also went on to create the
whole super robot/mecha genre with
Mazinger Z. Basically, no Go Nagai,
no Mazinger Z, no Mobile Suit
Gundam, no Power Rangers, no
Pacific Rim, no... well, you get the
idea.
The godfather of Super Robots first
appeared in five volumes of Manga
from 1972-1973 and subsequently
found fame in Anime. Mazinger was a
super robot made from a new nearindestructible alloy, piloted by a
young kid called Kouji. His late
grandfather built Mazinger to battle
the forces of evil, most often the
wonderfully named Dr Hell and his
menagerie of mechanical monsters.
Wonderful, over the top,
entertainment from first to last, not
to mention a trailblazing Manga.

Art Spiegelman always credits
Justin Green's Binky Brown as a huge
influence on what was to become his
masterwork. But it was also Brown
that brought Spiegelman to the
Funny Animals anthology of
anthropomorphic tales.
After his initial idea of cats and
mice representing the civil rights
movement was ditched – Spiegelman
realizing he just couldn’t do it justice
– it was a slight shift in thinking and
drawing on his father's experiences in
Auschwitz concentration camp that
brought us the first 3 pages of Maus,
where the Nazis are cats and the Jews
mice. Still far from the book that
would be so transformative for
comics in the USA in the 80s, but a
piece of important comics history
nonetheless.
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Marvel Spotlight #5 Ghost Rider First Appearance

Hero For Hire #1 The first appearance of Luke Cage

Written by Gary Friedrich,
Art by Mike Ploog,
Letters by John Costa
Marvel Comics (USA)

Written by Archie Goodwin,
Pencils by George Tuska,
Inks by Billy Graham, Letters by Skip Kohloff
Marvel Comics (USA)

Sometimes, selling your soul to Satan can have the most
unexpected (and rewarding) results. For Johnny Blaze, stunt
motorbike rider, he did it to save the life of his step-dad,
signing his soul away to Mephisto and ending up as the Spirit
of Vengence, the Ghost Rider. At night, the hellfire takes over
and the Ghost Rider heads on out.
If you happen to have a copy of this Bronze Age classic,
keep it safe! In 2021, a CGC 9.8 white pages copy of Marvel
Spotlight #5 sold for the incredible record price of $264,000.
Yes, you read it right, over a quarter of a million dollars - for
Ghost Rider! At the time, that made it the highest price for a
Bronze Age book, down to the relative scarcity of the comic
in the highest grade compared to other, more obvious highly
priced Bronze Age books.

Luke Cage – the first black hero to headline their own
superhero comic. An iconic and important character to
finally represent a huge part of the reading audience. And
more than that, it’s also a damn fine origin tale, with a
framed, innocent man in prison, corruption and racism,
bizarre science experimentation, and the inevitable
accidental gaining of superpowers, followed by a novel
twist on an old question – how the hell do superheroes
earn their money? All of which leads to the birth of Luke
Cage, Hero For Hire.

An iconic and important
character to finally represent
a huge part of the reading
audience
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Devilman (Debiruman)

Binky Brown Meets
the Holy Virgin Mary

By Go Nagai
Shonen Magazine / Kodansha (Japan)

By Justin Green
Last Gasp (USA)

Go Nagai broke new ground in horror Manga
with Devilman. Full of graphic violence and
sexuality, Devilman’s influence on decades of the
darker side of Manga and Anime is huge,
redefining how dark and boundary-pushing both
media could be.
In Devilman, young Akira Fudo gains the
powers of the Demon Amon and uses these new
powers as Devilman to battle the monsters that
have infiltrated humanity. It's a titanic clash
between Devilman and Satan with humanity at
stake! It went on to sell over 50 million copies of
the various Manga, with Anime and other
aplenty, but it’s Devilman’s influence on modern
Manga, ushering in a darker, controversial style,
that is the real legacy of this series.

With just one comic about a messed up kid by the name of Binky
Brown, dealing with all the perils of being a teenager, Catholic
indoctrination, and the ability to shoot ‘pecker rays,’ Justin Green
created something new and challenging in the world of comics.
This fractured and strange collection of memories, fantasies, and
obsessional behavior had a huge impact on comics and particularly
alternative and underground comics. Green’s boundary pushing,
deeply personal, and just plain out there comic went way beyond
anything that had been seen before and single-handedly created
the sub-genre of the confessional autobiography.

Catholic indoctrination, and the
ability to shoot ‘pecker rays,’ Justin
Green created something new and
challenging in the world of comics.
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1972

COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

I had an e-mail address when I went to
university, I went to see someone and they
gave it to me. It was 1995 and I used it a bit
but couldn’t see much point in it. I also
discovered the internet, but again, I didn’t
use it much – perhaps because it was on a
hard to access computer terminal in the
university library (rather than, literally, in
my pocket). So, at that point in my life my
comics information was via magazines
(like Comics International or SFX) – and
magazines had ruled the information roost
for a long time. Before magazines were
king though it had been fanzines (with the
most regular titles being referred to as
newszines) that were the primary source
of comic fandom’s knowledge about what
was going on in the industry. These
included titles like Fantasy Advertiser
(which began way back in 1965!), Comic
Media News (1972 onwards) and
Speakeasy (issue 1 in August 1979). Before
the fanzines / newszines took over the few
titles that did exist were “adzines”, that is
literally, a ‘zine full of ads. These adzines
were thus often just a slightly glorified way
of putting out a list of comics that a given
dealer or two had for sale.
By the early 1970s the pendulum began to
swing away from adzines towards fanzines.
If you want to find out anything about
what was going on in British comics at the
time there is no internet for the 1970s so
you’ve got to get out there and try and
acquire copies of these ‘zines. As well as
news and reviews you often get fan art. A
number of these artists are remembered by
only a handful of people, but for other
contributors it was the first tenuous step

on the road to becoming a professional
artist. Early art & rare comics news
snippets make early fanzines an alluring
mix for me. Love Dave Gibbons work but
bored of buying yet another version of
Watchmen? I suggest you start hunting
down back issues of Fantasy Advertiser to
see his work develop, sometimes literally
from one issue to the next.
I’ve selected a couple of issues of a ‘zine
from 1972 to show you what you’ve been
missing... Comic Catalog was published by
one of the very earliest comics dealers in
the country, Alan Austin. Comic Catalog
started in 1971 but copies, as they are for
many of the ‘zines of the time, are now
very hard to come by – after all 50 years
has passed and essentially keeping an old
list of comics for sale is not necessarily top
of everyone’s ‘to do’ list. However, if you
had kept a few issues like, say, issue 4
(dated May-June 1972) then you’d
suddenly realise that the cover artist was
Kevin “2000AD, League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen and a whole lot more” O’Neill
and it’s one of his early contributions to
fandom. The editor is the aforementioned
Alan Austin and the assistant editor is Nick
Landau (who’s a few years away from
opening the first Forbidden Planet shop)
with Richard Burton also contributing –
he’d also do more work in comics fandom
and, professionally, with publishers
IPC/Fleetway (such as editing comics like
Battle and 2000AD).
Amid many pages of adverts you also get a
letters page (including one from Mike
Cruden – he’d go on to set up the fanzine

Fantasy Trader), news (Stan lee promoted
to publisher of Marvel comics), reviews
(Green Lantern/Green Arrow #89 “...this
last issue is, undoubtedly, the finest of the
O’Neill / Adams / Giordano
partnership...DC has blundered very badly
with its decision to drop this”), a US Star
Trek convention report and 26 pages of
comics for sale. Not bad for 10p! Talking of
bargains...Alan Austin was selling a copy of
Amazing Fantasy 15 (first appearance
Spider-Man) for the princely sum of £1.50
– ok, so it was missing the centrefold but
c’mon!
Anyway, I hope this introduction to the
world of fanzines has been enough to
persuade you to track down a few and start
to see what treasure lie within them.
I am @richardandsheaf and I blog daily
about the history of British comics at
www.boysadventurecomics.blogspot.com
– by the time you read this the 2,000th
blog posting will have been published.
David Hathaway-Price has a great selection
of fanzines here
https://davidprice5.wixsite.com/classicuk
comicszines
A search on Amazon for ‘Alan Austin
comics unlimited’ should easily bring up
the book (Comics unlimited: My life as a
comic collector and dealer) all about Alan’s
pioneering life as a comics dealer in this
country.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
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DOCTOR RAT

THE WORLD’S RUDEST MASTER CRIMINAL
Edited by Bob Paynter, COR!! became the second new weekly humour paper launched by IPC at the
junction of 1969 and 1970. Like WHIZZER AND CHIPS, which was launched just a few months earlier,
COR!! offered a mixture of traditional British children’s humour strips and some
adventure stories, with the former outweighing the latter considerably in terms of page count.

T

his combination was common in
other Fleetway/IPC comics of the
period, but titles like SMASH! and
VALIANT were presumably aimed at a
slightly older audience and had more
adventure strips, while in BUSTER – then
in its tenth year – the ratio was
approximately 50 : 50 at the time.

make the forces of law and order tremble at
the very sound of his name. In the opening
panels the sinister rat-like figure emerged
from his hidey-hole and presented the
readers with a calling card – a rodent with a
stethoscope around its neck. A policeman
instantly recognised the creature as Doctor
Rat – he who was to become known as the
Adventure strips weren’t plentiful in COR!!, King of Crime. Without further ado, the
dastardly Doctor was off on his first robbery,
but they surely were appealing to the eye.
and the Bank of England was the target.
Issue No. 1 gave us ‘Kid Chameleon’ – a
Putting on a show of his supernatural
beautifully written and lavishly presented
tale that gripped the imaginations of many powers, Doctor Rat robbed the bank and
escaped from the police. “No one will ever
readers. Written by Scott Goodall and
catch the World’s Master Criminal!” laughed
illustrated by Joe Colquhoun, ‘Kid
Chameleon’ was launched in the first issue the villain as he ran along the sewers of
London, “…and rats to all of you, readers of
of COR!! and occupied the full-colour
centerspread for 98 weeks, until the issue for COR!! With a rodent raspberry thrown in
for bad luck! RAAAASSSP!”
15th April, 1972.
In the next issue the Government ministers
After three months without an adventure
at Downing Street decided that, as the
story, in the issue cover-dated 15th July,
1972, readers of the Postbag letters page saw police had already failed, it was obviously a
a little drawing of a grim policeman pointing job for the army. A task force under the
command of Major General Flushem-Out
his finger straight at them and uttering a
would attack Doctor Rat’s hideout in the
warning. “Doctor Rat is coming!” he
cautioned, “stay off the streets at night! This sewers. But the authorities were in for
another humiliating defeat, ending with the
criminal mastermind plans the total
trademark RAAAASSSP!
destruction of law and order!”

issue cover-dated 12th August, 1972 the
Chief of BIFFF made an appeal to every
reader of COR!! throughout the world:
“We, the adult defenders of law and order,
have failed miserably to trap Doctor Rat! So
it’s up to you youngsters now…” The agent
implored readers to design some kind of
devilish device that would end the dastardly
Doctor’s reign once and for all, and
announced that official sources were willing
to award £1 for every rat-trap used. Now it
all came together: ‘Rat-Trap’ was not just a
regular adventure / crime story, but a reader
participation feature with real prize money
and the bonus of seeing your name in print!

Doctor Rat would provoke ‘the rottenfaced’ COR!! readers by ridiculing and
scorning at them all he could. Laughing at
the announcement, the evil rotter
commented that those stupid kids couldn’t
catch a cold in a roomful of germs, let alone
him, and that he had only one thing to say to
every sap-brained reader of COR!! –
RAAAASSSP! Clearly, the scriptwriter’s
idea was to irritate the readers and make
them want to contribute their best ideas
towards bringing the King of Crime down.
And contribute they did by suggesting all
sorts of ingenious traps designed to catch
The
police
and
the
army
had
failed,
so
a
Excited readers who hoped to find the new
the criminal mastermind wanted for
week
later
the
government
called
in
the
men
story in the following week’s issue may have
burglary and rudeness.
been a little disappointed because there was from BIFFF – The British Institute For
Foiling Felonies – consisting of six secret
Although readers’ letters soon began
no sign of Doctor Rat just yet. Instead, the
agents.
They
decided
they
needed
only
one
flowing in, back then the process of
editor was building the suspense by
thing
–
a
rat
trap.
The
men
of
BIFFF
made
producing a comic would take
including another teaser – a two-panel half
their
first
attempt
to
trap
Doctor
Rat
while
approximately eight weeks, so it wasn’t till
pager, breaking the news of the villain’s
he
was
robbing
an
art
gallery,
but
the
ratty
two months later at best that readers’ ideas
imminent arrival the following week.
rogue foiled the plan and challenged the
could be used. Until then, the editorial team
Doctor Rat made his first appearance in the
agents by giving them a present – a list of his must have been inventing contributors’
issue for 29th July, 1972. The unappealing
future crimes. Law and order realized they names and pretending to be paying them
fiendish criminal mastermind announced
were powerless to stop the villain, and in the the prize money for their ideas.
straight away that it was time to strike and
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Interestingly, the first contributor in the
next issue after the announcement was a
ten-year-old Mark Goodall of Exeter,
Devon. Perhaps he was the son of Scott
Goodall – the scriptwriter of ‘Rat-Trap’?

In the issue cover-dated 8th June, 1974 (the
penultimate edition of COR!!) it was
announced that the rodent might be caught
In one episode the adventurous scriptwriter next week – and that’s final! And caught he
got, albeit not thanks to an idea offered by a
reversed the rules of the game: in it, the
Every week BIFFF agents enthusiastically
dastardly Doctor ambushed the postie, stole reader. Driven by greed, he dove into a hole
announced the name of the reader whose
a sack of rat-traps and successfully used one in the ground in the hope of finding a trove
plan was to be put into action, and thanked of the designs against the agents of BIFFF. of buried treasure, and trapped himself in a
disused pit. It was going to take him years to
them on behalf of the nation.
He even paid the prize to its author!
dig himself out of this, and he had no idea
The designs were clever and cunning. They Doctor Rat was so popular that the editors
whether he would emerge in Africa,
involved ingenious mechanical
included a special free gift – the RATTY
Australia or Aberdeen, but he pledged that
contraptions, weapons and all sorts of smart RAASSPER – in COR!! issue cover-dated
emerge he would.
schemes such as the sniffing, slithering,
6th October, 1973. The gift was a cardboard
searching snake-like sucker, the gooeysleeve with a rubber band and a metal hoop And apparently he did – the strip was briefly
gluey bubble-gum gun, the super-duper
inside that made a rasping sound as it spun revived in EAGLE No. 396 for 21st July,
spinning spider, the teazy-weazy cheesy
around inside the sleeve. Furthermore, the 1989 and lasted for 27 weeks, ending with
Eagle No. 422.
trail, the hovering hypnotic robot, the super design of the sleeve was such that Doctor
manhole snap-trap, Miss Robot Rat
Rat would also thrust his tongue out to
The original series in COR!! ran for 99
(suggested by a French reader), the
accompany the rasping sound.
weeks and ended with the last issue of the
clockwork cuckoo catcher, the anti-gravity A week later the free gift was used as part of paper cover-dated 15th June, 1974. It was
thingamabob, the tricky tootsie-trotting
the only feature in COR!! to enjoy the
another failed plan to trap the King of
trap, the sneaky, slippery staircase trap, the Crime: at the suggestion of a reader from
luxurious three-page treatment until the
sinister cement gun, the spring thing, the
Somerset, BIFFF held a Grand Raspberry issue for 15th September, 1973 when the
pelican snapper trap, R.A.S.P. – the Rat
page count was cut down to two. In addition
Blowing Contest. Doctor Rat could not
Attacking Suction Pipes, R.A.T. R.I.D. – the resist entering for the prize of a thousand
to the drawing of the RATTY RAASSPER
Recorded Amplified Tape and Rodent
free gift on the cover of the issue coverquid but a crowd of kids showed up and
Intake Device, etc. The plans that the BIFFF blew him away with the sound of dozens of dated 6th October, 1973, Doctor Rat made
agents put into action included pouring
last week’s free gifts. The villain prevailed in two front page appearances in full colour in
gallons of the most expensive perfume
the issues for 19th May, 1973 and 16th
the end and disappeared into the sewers
down the sewer because the Ratty Doctor
March, 1974. Given the popularity of ‘Ratwith a loud rodent raspberry to ‘the fleaonly liked the nasty smells of the London
Trap’, it is surprising it did not feature in any
bitten lot of crow-faced Cor-ites’.
sewers; re-enacting the legend of the Pied
of the COR!! annuals or holiday specials.
The big-headed King of Crime always
Piper of Hamelin; pouring salt into his water
The illustrator for ‘Rat-Trap’ was Giorgio
announced his next raid, so it was easy for
supply so he couldn’t drink; unleashing a
the secret agents to set up that week’s trap, Giorgetti; Lambiek Comicopedia tells us he
thousand clockwork rats on Doctor Rat;
was born in Italy in 1920 and settled in
but the combined brainstorming effort of
inviting him to attend the awards of
the readers and BIFFF produced no results London in 1951 where he began a
B.O.P.P.P – the British Organisation for
and the lop-eared lord of looting remained collaboration with IPC Comics in the
Pilfering and Pick-Pocketing – and arresting
following year. He contributed to many of
at large. Each episode ended with the
him there… The list went on and on.
despairing Chief of BIFFF repeating his plea the publisher’s magazines and was a regular
Not all readers were keen on trapping
for readers’ ideas and holding a big sign with in the girls’ titles like TAMMY with 'The Cat
Doctor Rat – a fan from Harrow wrote in
Girl', 'Julia' and 'Witch Hazel'. He was also in
the address of COR!! magazine. The
wishing him good success in his future
charge ‘The Ghostly Galleon’ in SHIVER
practice stopped with the issue for 27th
crimes and joined the King of Crime in his April, 1974, signalling that the writing was AND SHAKE weeklies and ‘Terry and the
raspberry message to the rest of the ‘carrot- already on the wall for ‘Rat-Trap’, and
‘Dactyl’ tales in MONSTER FUN annuals.
faced’ COR!! bunch. On another occasion
indeed – the strip didn’t survive COR!!’s
AUTHOR:
three Doctor Rat fans from Potters Bar
merger into BUSTER eight weeks down the
IRMANTAS POVILAIKA
composed a Rodent Rhyme that was
line.
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printed in the letters section. It said: “We
think that he is really great, the BIFFF men
will never catch him at this rate”.
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n Issue #1, MWOM
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OVERPRICED
AND OVER HERE!
MARVEL IN THE UK
MWOM? SMCW? For those in the know it all made perfect sense.
Peter Gouldson looks back to October 1972, a time when our American
cousins came to pay a visit and ended up staying for years.

T

hey say history is written by the
winners, yet there’s always that
alternate viewpoint that sees
events from a different angle. For years I’ve
read accounts of how Marvel UK, or
‘British Marvel’ as it was more commonly
known from the outset, started out as little
more than a collection of shoddy US
reprint titles, that they weren’t really
‘British’, and that they didn’t really ‘count’.
Bloody Americans coming over here and
stealing our pounds, shillings and pence!
Bad show! Yet long before a time when
‘British Marvel’ would dabble in
homegrown original UK strips (many as
good, if not better, than the US reprints
they ran alongside) there was still a lot of
affection and devotion from a young UK
readership to a line of (predominantly)
weekly titles which, for them, were as
‘British’ as they come. A whole new
universe would expand at lightening-quick
speed before their eyes, with the ‘big bang’
occurring somewhere around the week
ending October 7th 1972.
Reprints of Marvel strips had been
appearing in the UK since the 1950’s,
through publishers such as Alan Class and
Thorpe and Porter, with sporadic
numbering and random appearances
making it practically impossible for anyone
to latch onto a particular character or

follow a timeline. It wasn’t until the mid1960’s and the licensed Odhams reprints
that any semblance of continuity came
along, with titles such as Smash!, Wham!
and Pow! running edited reprints of strips
such as the Incredible Hulk, the Avengers,
Nick Fury, the Fantastic Four and
Spiderman. Running alongside traditional
British humour strips, these fondly
remembered titles became many a young
British kids first real introduction to Marvel
characters, and the incorporation of
original UK material alongside saw to it
that the Odhams line would never become
tainted with the ‘not really British’ label.
This held true even with the expansion of
the ‘Power’ line of comics and new titles
such as ‘Fantastic!’ and ‘Terrific!’ with their
almost exclusive focus on Marvel reprints.
Back in the US, Marvel entered the new
decade in bullish mood having finally
overtaken DC Comics in sales. Under new
management the company now entered a
phase of unprecedented expansion, with
Stan Lee relinquishing his hands-on EditorIn-Chief position in 1972 and taking on the
all-seeing mantle of ‘Publisher’. An
anglophile whose own wife was British,
Lee had never been entirely happy with the
way Marvel’s characters had been
presented in the UK alongside the likes of
‘the Swots and the Blots’ and ‘Grimly

Feendish’. Longing for a ‘pure Marvel’
publication, a plan was hatched with a
small corner of the US Marvel Bullpen
commandeered to oversee copy for a new
weekly publication, sent off to a newlyestablished UK office for production. A
young Tony Isabella and Jim Salicrup,
among others, were tasked with overseeing
original editorial content, with the likes of a
fresh faced Jim Starlin, in some of his first
work for the company, lined up to produce
many a new original cover. Attention was
given to the UK market as it was; the new
title would be a weekly anthology
consisting of at least three strips, edited
with original US spellings anglicised.
The first issue of ‘the Mighty World of
Marvel’ (or ‘MWOM’ as it affectionately
became abbreviated in the letters column)
was launched week ending October 7th
1972, a wonderful original John Buscema
cover showcasing (with the usual brash
Marvel ballyhoo) ’the World’s Greatest
Superheroes’ to a new UK readership. It’s
hard not to argue that the contents live up
to the hype; when your launch issue
consists of The Incredible Hulk and The
Fantastic Four by Lee and Jack Kirby, and
the Amazing Spider-Man by Lee and Steve
Ditko, you’re on fairly solid ground. The
added bonus here however came with the
fact that each strip consisted of a reprint of
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the groundbreaking debuts of each of the
characters. By reprinting Fantastic Four #1
(November 1961), the Incredible Hulk #1
(May 1962) and Amazing Fantasy #15
(August 1962) the aim was clear at the
outset; here they are, children of Blighty,
the best we have to offer, brought to you in
weekly instalments right from the very
beginning. This first hi-dose hit of Marvel
would have many hooked for life, and the
fact that these reprints were over a decade
old (and the two artists concerned had
themselves rather acrimoniously already
left the company) meant absolutely
nothing. Here was a whole new world,
fresh and exciting, with an impact just as
big as it had been in the US ten years
earlier.

from the start, sticking out like a sore
thumb in a UK comics industry that
frowned on such practices. If just an initial
hand written Lee/Kirby/Ditko scrawl,
those credit boxes so beloved of Stan Lee
soon came into their own just as they had
originally. As the weeks passed by names
such as ‘Jolly’ Jack Kirby, ‘Happy’ Herb
Trimpe and ‘Genial’ Gene Colan would
earn a familiarity and recognition denied to
the likes of a Blasco or Baxendale. Other
strange names were beginning to be
unearthed too: a ‘Marvel Annual’ produced
by Fleetway that year to compete for a
share of the huge Christmas market name
checked the likes of tantalising future
attractions such as ‘Daredevil’, ‘Iron Man’,
‘Black Panther’ and ‘the Inhumans'.

With three strips spread over 40 pages
(one full length Marvel US comic was
usually split up over two weeks) the new
title was a meaty read for a UK readership
used to reading two or three page
instalments of homegrown adventure
strips. A concession to the UK market,
bannered prominently along the top of the
debut cover, offered further enticement
with a launch free gift of a ‘green skinned
monster’ (Hulk) transfer, with a similar
Spiderman transfer and some ‘superhero
stickers’ quickly following in the coming
weeks. What perhaps wasn’t as typical was
the price; five whole new pence was a large
chunk of weekly pocket money in 1972, at
the very top end of UK comics pricing. The
title did initially provide a plethora of
colour pages (the number of full colour
pages would actually increase with
MWOM #5 for a short while) mainly used
for pin-ups and special features,
complementing the predominantly
green/white duotone pages. Another factor
often missed is that being US reprints,
credits for the writers and artists were there

Readers latching onto everything this
early had a grandstand view of that whole
new universe opening up, with new titles
soon emerging to build on the flagship titles
success. The ever-popular Spider-Man
(whose 1967 US cartoon had been
broadcast in some ITV regions of the UK)
went first, earning his own standalone title
‘Spider-Man Comics Weekly’ (‘SMCW’),
launched in February 1973. A reprint of
“Amazing Spider-Man #9 (February 1964)
and the introduction of Electro was thus
the first to become a full length reprint,
ably backed by the debut of ‘Thor, God of
Thunder’ reprinted from Journey Into
Mystery #83 (August 1962). Taking over
the vacant slot in MWOM #20 that very
same week came ‘Daredevil the Man
Without Fear’ and the first half of a reprint
of his April 1964 debut by Lee and Bill
Everett. Daredevil would soon temporarily
lose his slot to accommodate a second strip
for the popular Hulk, who began his
monopoly of the covers and star billing.
Later in the year, having already been
introduced in the pages of the flagship title,
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‘Earth’s Mightiest Heroes’ the Avengers
were awarded their own weekly titular title,
backed up by Doctor Strange by Lee and
Ditko. Heralded on the cover as ‘Britain's
Greatest’, this ground-breaking third
weekly warranted a shiny, glossy cover and
an accompanying hefty price tag of six
pence, a route the other two titles quickly
followed early in 1974.
Just as was the case in the US, it seemed
clear that ‘British Marvel’ was looking to
expand and even saturate the market as
quickly as possible. An early peak came
early in 1975 with no less than seven
weekly titles on the stands all vying for
attention and a share of that limited weekly
pocket money. Even without taking into
account reader loyalty to homegrown
British titles being severely tested, so many
weekly comics were beyond the means of
most 1970’s kids, and British Marvelites
quickly learned to pick and choose which
titles to stick with or alternate with. Some
launches inevitably fell by the wayside;
’Savage Sword of Conan’ would prove
much less successful as a weekly as it would
years later as a monthly, lasting a mere
eighteen issues before becoming just the
first of many British Marvel titles taking a
traditional British industry route of being
submerged within a stronger title.
Storylines and character development
were quick to evolve, some beyond
recognition already by this point, with
those early classic Lee/Kirby/Ditko strips
showcased back in October 1972 already
looking somewhat out of date. It’s
important to remember just how quick this
pace was and just how much readers
needed to keep up with everything; what
had originally evolved over, at most, twelve
monthly instalments a year in the US all
came at the UK readership at breakneck
speed, the reprints themselves greedily

eating up original inventory. If ‘catching up’
with the US and running out of storylines
to reprint was a problem everyone secretly
knew lay further down the line, it would
become more and more alluded to in the
letter columns by readers who were gaining
more knowledge and understanding about
the nature of the beast. It sounds almost
absurd now, but not every kid reading
these weeklies knew the reality, nor would
they have particularly cared if they had
done. It’s only later, over time, that most
would even become aware of a US Marvel
and the monthly colour comics full of
adverts that were the original source of
their own weekly favourites.
As the weeklies grew in scope and the
universe expanded, maintaining a proper
UK continuity would prove to be a
daunting task. With events occurring out of
sync with what may or may not have
already been seen in the ‘British Marvel
universe’, great lengths were taken to try
and maintain some sort of coherent
timeline. In the early days with just one or
two weekly titles this was simple enough;
replacing Captain America (who hadn’t yet
‘appeared’ in the UK) in a one-panel
appearance alongside Rick Jones in the
Hulk strip with a college professor offered
up a crude if simple enough solution. As
time went on however such changes were
like using a sticking plaster on a leaking
dam. UK Continuity, with the sheer
number of reprints all originally produced
at different times, would prove ultimately
unwieldy, and it’s to Marvel’s eternal credit
that they tried for as long as they did.
The fact that they’d bothered at all just
proves the intention from the start; ‘British
Marvel’ would play out to an audience for
whom all this would seem brand new, selfcontained and, yes, even British, with
adverts featuring Kevin Keegan and Action

Man all brought to you from High Holborn
in London by someone called (if you read
the small print) Pippa M Melling. The
juggling acts that were played out led to
many an error - from the sometimes crude
and bizarre alterations to original US
spellings and cultural meanings, to pages
printed out of sync, and covers proclaiming
events entirely absent from the actual
contents (even on one famous occasion
colouring its green-skinned star attraction a
sickly orange). Somehow, such
occurrences only served to make the line
more endearing, the sense of community
fabricated by Lee in the US back in the
1960’s successfully replicated by a humbled
British Marvel in the ’70’s liberally dishing
out Marvel titles and ‘No-Prizes’ as each
new error was spotted. Lee himself
retained a strong presence from the start,
whether through his weekly ‘Stan Lee
Speaks’ column or from behind the
beaming bearded smile emblazoned on the
front cover of fan magazine F.O.O.M (full
membership all yours for just 50p,
including postage and handling). He’d
continue to visit these shores throughout
the decade, promoting new titles and
generating a publicity machine that
probably reached its peak in 1976 with a
nationwide tour of radio and TV stations,
culminating with a hugely successful show
at London’s Townhouse.

1972 and just lapped it all up, one that
would stay with them for a very, very long
time to come.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All Images ©2022 Marvel Characters Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

History often shows these weeklies in a
bad light. On a hiding to nothing, they
faced scorn from both sides, whether from
a readership remaining steadfastly true to
‘pure British’ fare, or from UK Marvel fans
who saw them from the start as cheap
imitations of the ‘real deal’ US monthlies.
Somewhere between these two trains of
thought however there was a loyal,
dedicated readership who got caught up in
a magical moment that started in October
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SAGA
IN THE SWAMP

Alex or Alec? The origins of DC’s Swamp Thing seem convoluted enough, even without taking
into account rival launches. Peter Gouldson looks back into a murky past when there
was obviously something in the (swamp) water.

T

here’s few things as murky as
a swamp monster’s comicbook origin. By 1972 we
knew certain things to be fact; both
Marvel’s ‘Man-Thing’ and DC’s ‘Swamp
Thing’ had appeared almost
simultaneously the year before (the first
with a plot by Roy Thomas and script
by Gerry Conway, and the second
written by Len Wein). We know the
Comic’s Code Authority had only
recently relaxed rules surrounding the
depiction of monsters, werewolves and
vampires, opening the doors at both
companies for a whole slew of monster
mayhem - so the very idea for a ‘swamp
creature feature’ would have been
floating in the ether, an idea rather
obvious given the popularity of precode characters such as Hillman
Periodicals ‘The Heap’, first published
in 1942.
Beyond all that there were however
blatant similarities between the two
characters from the start. Both origin
stories see doomed scientists working
on secret formulas that, through some
tragic event, get ingested or absorbed
along with the murky waters of a nearby
swamp, transforming each into
monsters, silent swamp creatures with
little or no vestiges of their former
selves. Questions really start to be asked

when you delve deeper and find that
Gerry Conway and Len Wein both
shared an apartment around this very
time! So, which idea came first?
Marvel’s Man-Thing (just) beat its
rival to newsstands, appearing in the
new black and white magazine ‘Savage
Tales’ #1 (May 1971). Interviewed for
the magazine ‘Comic Book Creator’ #6
in 2014, editor Roy Thomas had his own
take - “Gerry and I thought that
somehow, unconsciously of course, Len
just took a bit too much from Gerry’s
and my story…and I don’t know how
much Stan (Lee) was involved in this,
or (Martin) Goodman, (but) there was
vague talk about possible legal action.”
This never materialised, and despite the
stark similarities and timing, both
characters would quickly take radically
different directions anyway, especially
with Man-Thing only really beginning
to take off under the stewardship of
writer Steve Gerber. Perhaps initially of
more interest was Swamp Thing despite
the added confusion of two different
men from different times, an ALEX
Olsen and an ALEC Holland, playing
the lead role early on. With the later
name the one familiar now, Swamp
Thing as introduced wasn’t quite the
man or monster that people would
come to know.

Probably best known today as cocreator of Wolverine in 1974 and the
leading light behind the rejuvenation of
Marvel’s ‘X-Men’ the following year,
writer Len Wein had been a huge
comics fan since childhood. Both he
and best buddy Marv Wolfman,
seemingly joined at the hip, would
repeatedly turn up at the DC offices,
taking the guided tour so much they
became almost permanent fixtures.
Ingratiating themselves by running
errands and making coffee, both would
begin to find early work there, Wein
turning in his first professional writing
job on ‘Teen Titans’ #18 (December
1968). He quickly found his feet as a
writer, honing his craft on short
anthology stories for both Marvel and
DC of the type that would begat the
very first Swamp Thing story in an eight
page short in DC’s House Of Secrets #92
( July 1971).
Set in the early 1900’s, Wein
immerses the reader straight into the
heart of tragedy as we witness some
misshapen monster slowly lurching
through the swamp (“I cannot
remember the morning any more…but I
know the evening well. I belong to it
now”). Reaching the edge of the
swamp, the monster stops to observe a
grand house in the distance, where
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inside we meet newly-weds Damien and
Linda Ridge. Linda seems unable to
forget the tragic death of ex-husband
Alex Olsen, a fast rising, brilliant young
scientist whom, unknown to her, was
betrayed by their ‘friend’ and new
husband. Having sabotaged his
laboratory causing a huge explosion,
Damien had dragged Alex’s almost-dead
body out before dumping him in the
nearby swamp. Now, angry that Linda
refuses to forget about Alex, Damien
begins to suspect that she might be close
to finding out the truth about what really
happened, and decides that that she too
must die. It’s only as he attempts the
dastardly deed that our ‘muck encrusted
mockery of a man’, observing events
from outside, bursts in and saves Linda
by killing her assailant. The tragedy is
that Linda can no longer recognise the
monster that has just saved her life as the
man she still truly loves (“I stretch out
my arms to her… to comfort her…I open
my mouth, to tell her how much I care…I
cannot make a sound”). The look of
horror on her face is enough to make the
creature turn and flee, forever leaving
behind the man he once was, with “…only
the swamp…kind to me now”.
If the plot itself is rudimentary and
cliché-ridden, Wein’s dialogue manages
to move it to higher ground, proving that
he was already becoming one of the very
best comic writers around. It’s the
artwork here however that really takes
these eight pages up to classic status.
After meeting comic legend Frank
Frazetta at a New York convention,
Bernie Wrightson became inspired to
produce his own comics work. Showing
off examples of his art to Dick Giordano
at DC, Wrightson immediately found
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freelance work, his first professional
work coming with ‘The Man Who
Murdered Himself ’ in fellow anthology
title ‘House of Mystery’ #179 (March
1969). The story goes that Wein talked
Wrightson (who had just split with his
then girlfriend) into taking the eight-page
assignment on with a “hey, I’ve just
written a story that is kind of like how
you’re feeling right now”. After reading
the script Wrightson knew he had to be
the one to draw it. Working to a tight
deadline over one weekend, the artist
produced a story that just oozed
atmosphere, showcasing his mastery of
the gothic with his shadows and deep
blacks perfect for the stories tragic
Victorian era setting. In a strong issue
that also included work from Jack Kirby,
Alan Weiss and Mary Skrenes, there was
little doubt as to what the standout strip
would be, all bestowed with a
wonderfully evocative gothic cover, its
soft stippled effect instantly becoming a
classic of the silver age.
It was never in any real doubt that,
after wandering back off into the swamp,
the muck monster would be making a
return. Following the historical backdrop
of the debut, the same creative team
reworked the basic concept into a
contemporary setting for the launch of a
Swamp Thing ongoing series. It’s
therefore here, in opening chapter ‘Dark
Genesis’ in ‘Swamp Thing’ #1
(November 1972) where we first get
introduced to a set of characters so
familiar to many.
Defence Department Intelligence
agent Mathew Cable drives his friends
Alec and Linda Holland, both scientists,
back out into the Louisiana swamp where

they are working on a top secret biorestorative formula on behalf of the
government. A secretive organisation
interested in their work make contact
with the Hollands, offering a blank
cheque in exchange for ownership of
their work. The Hollands can’t be bought
however, with Alec stating that the
formula is not for sale at any price. Things
look like turning nasty before Cable’s
return sees the thugs back off, promising
to return. After a second failed attempt to
buy off Holland, Alec is knocked
unconscious before he can call the
authorities. The thugs plant a bomb, with
Holland regaining his senses just as the
bomb is about to go off. Alec is doused in
the formula and engulfed in flame (“…
imagine pain…so intense it defies
description, as countless unclassified
chemicals seep deep into throbbing,
fume-enveloped flesh”) before stumbling
out and falling into the waters of the
swamp, disappearing under the surface.
As the remembrance service attended
by Linda and Matt takes place, back in
the swamp we find out that Alec Holland
is not in fact dead, but instead crawling
from the swamp a mossy mess, infected
by the mix of murky waters and bioformula, transformed into a hideous
swamp creature. Later returning and
finding Linda murdered by the same men
responsible for his own ‘death’, Alec flies
into a rage, swearing vengeance, with
Cable stumbling onto the scene and
mistakingly believing the swamp creature
has killed Linda. A monster now on the
run, thus begins Holland’s quest to not
only find the people who murdered his
wife but a means to clear his own name
and regain his humanity.

n Issue #1, Swamp Thing
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Writer and artist both picked up
deserved accolades and awards for their
run on the title, during which characters
such as arch-nemesis Anton Arcane and
his niece Abigail (future wife of Matt
Cable) all get established. Such was the
indelible mark both creators made on the
character (Wein remained on board for
the first thirteen issues, Wrightson for
ten) that, once gone, there’s a clear drop
in quality. Wein would go on to become a
respected Marvel mainstay during the
rest of the decade, and for a short spell
even took on the poisoned chalice of
Marvel’s Editor-In-Chief position.
Wrightson himself went on to produce
yet more exquisite horror work for
Warren, his style perfectly suited for the
mature black and white magazine line
and adapting works from the likes of H P
Lovecraft and Edgar Allan Poe. ‘Swamp
Thing’ would stumble on in his forlorn
quest before the book was eventually
cancelled in 1976.
Years would pass before interest in the
character was revived from an unlikely
source, with a film adaptation by horror
maestro Wes Craven seeing the light of
day in 1982. Not remembered (if
remembered at all) as one of Craven’s
finest moments, the film did at least
engineer enough publicity for DC to look
to cash in. A relaunch title ‘Saga of the
Swamp Thing ’ saw Wein, back at DC,
installed as editor, overseeing the work of
writer Martin Pasko and artist Tom
Yeates on his own co-creation. Picking
up pretty much where things left off,
Swamp Thing has now become an urban
legend, continuing to seek his humanity
and vengeance for the murder of his wife.
Abigail and Matt are now married, with
Matt suddenly bestowed with psychic
powers, the book incorporating elements

Swamp Thing has
now become an
urban legend,
continuing to seek
his humanity and
vengeance for the
murder of his wife.
of mysticism as well as horror. Artists
Steve Bissette and John Totleben joined
with Issue #16 (August 1983) and
immediately lift the book up to a higher
level. Both had strong horror instincts,
establishing a unique new look for the
book that was creepy and unsettling yet
often beautiful. Despite this the title still
seemed lacking, with both artists
unhappy with the direction of the
storylines and Pasko himself increasingly
interested in work outside the industry.
Facing yet another cancellation, it wasn’t
until editor Wein, an avid reader of
comics from all around the globe, made a
transatlantic phone call to Northampton
and writer Alan Moore that the titles
fortunes would change, the very essence
of the creatures origin itself soon to be
transformed along with the books
popularity.

adaptation produced in 2019. Using many
elements of the work of Wein, Wrightson
and Moore, the series was a critical
success and earned high approval ratings
before internal studio politics led to
cancellation after just one ten-episode
season, something that came as much of
a shock to members of the crew as to the
public.
Despite such setbacks, the one
surviving season had garnered enough
plaudits to raise the characters profile
even higher. With the comic books
themselves continuing to be collected in
a range of seemingly never-ending high
quality prestige collections, it’s clear that
the saga of this particular swamp thing
will be playing out for a while longer yet.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All Images © 2022, DC Comics, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

The storylines that followed are rightly
revered today, transforming not only the
book but the very nature and working
practices of the industry itself. It’s placing
in the upper echelon of mainstream
comics is secured, which no doubt played
a part in the production of a television
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GET DOWN
AMERICA!

STEVE GERBER AT MARVEL
Before superstar comic-book writers were ever a ‘thing’ Steve Gerber was a superstar
comic-book writer. Peter Gouldson looks back at how it all began in 1972.

T

roublemaker. Deadline
liability. Crazy. Genius.
Trailblazer. National treasure.
Steve Gerber would be labelled all of
these things, by comic book fandom and
fellow professionals alike. Able to throw
his hand equally at superheroes, horror or
satire and seeing the unique characters
and storylines that followed, it’s easy to
see how any one of those labels apply. His
signature creation, Howard the Duck (at a
time prior to a truly awful movie
adaptation tainting the character forever)
caught the zeitgeist of mid/late 1970’s
America, popular enough to even launch
a mock presidential campaign. Resistant
to the clichés of mainstream comics,
Gerber somehow seemed apart from his
times whilst continually shaping them,
still seen by many as one of the best
writers the medium has ever produced.
Before corporate dictates took hold at
Marvel just as it did everywhere else in
the 1980’s, a last-gasp opportunity for true
originality sprang up, and Steve Gerber
made the most of it.
“A story of great pain and sorrow…”
Born in 1947, Gerber was part of that
first generation who would recall
television and comic books from an early
age, mesmerised by TV serials such as
‘Superman’ and ‘Space Patrol’ and comics
such as Dick Sprang’s ‘Batman’ and the
in-your-face craziness of Jack Cole’s
‘Plastic Man’. Later, around the time that

DC editor Julius Schwarz started up letter
columns, he became an avid
corespondent with other fans, building up
a network of contacts through letters and
the burgeoning world of fanzines (his
own fanzine ‘Headline’, created at age 13,
was one of the earliest). Forming close
bonds that would last for years, one early
contact and friendship in particular would
serve him well a few years later when,
after a succession of dead end jobs and
with a young family to support, he made
contact with old friend and uberfan Roy
Thomas. Newly promoted to Editor-in
Chief at Marvel Comics, Thomas would
recall years later hearing from his old
friend who’d found himself ‘slowly going
mad’ working as a copywriter in a St
Louis advertising agency and desperate
for any writing opportunities.
The timing was fortuitous with Marvel
undergoing a period of rapid expansion
with a slew of new titles and black and
white magazines. Gerber quickly found
himself taking a Marvel writers test and
given a job on staff as Associate Editor,
the fancy title disguising little more than a
poorly paid job as proofreader, spotting
script and art corrections and fixing
continuity glitches. Mundane work with a
wage lower than his current job, Gerber,
sensing an opening, nevertheless jumped
at the chance to move himself and his
family to New York. Luckily the wage
could be supplemented by the odd

writing assignment being thrown his way,
often needed at short notice. From his
initial feeling of awe checking original art
pages from the likes of legendary artist
Bill Everett, Gerber quickly found himself
working alongside him on a brief ‘SubMariner’ run. The odd combination of
veteran artist and hungry new writer was
typical for the time, with Gerber part of
that first influx of young writers and
artists suddenly finding themselves
working at Marvel in a medium they’d
adored growing up.
The period would prove to be one of
the most hectic and subversive eras in the
company’s history. Having so many new
books and storylines on the schedule was
proving impossible for one person to
keep a firm grip on, with Thomas handing
out more and more assignments to people
he felt he could trust. The freedoms given
to some new young writers and artists at
this time could, and indeed did, result in
work ranging from either visionary and
original to unmitigated, indulgent tosh.
Young, hungry, fresh, Gerber was one of a
select few newcomers such as Jim Starlin,
Steve Englehart, Doug Moench and Don
McGregor who were allowed freedoms
unthinkable just a few years later, and all
of them would grab the opportunity.
Keeping hold of his Associate Editor role
a while longer before going fully
freelance, fellow newcomer and staffer
McGregor made an early pact with
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Gerber: “You don’t edit my books and I
won’t edit yours”. For now, the lunatics had
truly taken over the asylum.
“Whatever knows fear…”
Gerber quickly gained one-off credits
working over other peoples plots on the
likes of Captain America and the Hulk, yet
his own first regular series was more leftfield, taking over the lead Man-Thing strip
in ‘Adventure Into Fear’ #11 (cover dated
December 1972). Man-Thing himself was a
throwback to the swamp-creature minicraze of the 1950’s, just one of countless
monsters, werewolves and vampires that
suddenly appeared overnight following
relaxation of the rules. Many took one look
and saw just another swamp/muck
monster, but Gerber sensed a unique
opportunity; the book was under the radar
and barely noticeable in a Marvel Bullpen
more concerned with in-fighting and
manoeuvring over who got to write
‘Fantastic Four’ and ‘Amazing Spider-Man’.
From that very first issue there’s a
different kind of mindset on display
immediately. “Oh great, it’s those guys who
were bothering us at the head shop” is
really not typical of the kind of dialogue
most people spouted in a Marvel book of
that or any time. Gerber had never thought
of himself as a horror writer prior to getting
the assignment, but he soon found an
affinity for the book and the character,
using the imposed limits of having a main
protagonist unable to either talk or wander
too far from the swamp to his advantage,
conjuring up a ‘Nexus of All Realities’ to
broaden the scope along with a strong
supporting cast. Teenagers Jennifer and
Andy Kyle, their grandfather Joshua (who
just happened to be a cult leader) and
Dakimh the Enchanter would soon be
joined by Korrek, a displaced barbarian
from another world, with a certain walking
talking duck showing up shortly after too.
Despite regular artist Val Mayerik
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keeping the book on an even visual keel
and a growing fanbase, Gerber (who made
a habit of personally answering letters
printed in the ‘Mail-Things’ column)
believed some of his early efforts to be
uneven, and he did indeed run into serious
trouble early on. Crash-landing on Earth on
a rocket ship sent from a doomed planet
before quickly growing to gain super
strength, Gerber creation Wundarr was
blatantly based on the most famous
superhero of all, and when DC threatened
to sue, Gerber had to admit he’d mistaken
homage for rip-off. Things were soon
cleared up but Stan Lee wasn’t happy, with
Gerber’s Marvel career almost ending
before it truly began. Fortunately when not
almost getting sacked, Gerber was tapping
into something unique and rather special,
producing stories of real gravitas and
intelligence with a more naturalistic voice.
Gerber’s Man-Thing writing from the start
oozed an empathy and emotion rare in
mainstream comics, unashamed to address
issues such as the environment,
government corruption, domestic
violence, poverty and the fight against
fascism. Never subtle in getting his message
across (his real estate developer character
was even named F.A Scist) Gerber
interspersed what could easily have been
read as ‘preachy’ text with real invention
and introspection, all against a backdrop of
jaw-dropping events such as the collision of
multiple realities, a multiverse caving in on
itself, where almost anything could, and
did, happen; Dimikh suddenly appearing
and whisking everyone off to save the
word, Korrek emerging for the first time
from a jar of peanut butter.
“Linda,…you’re gonna think I’m
crackers, but…there’s an elf at the door.”
Another early assignment came with
‘Daredevil, The Man Without Fear,’ a
superhero title which (in these pre-Frank
Miller days) was seen as little more than a

try-out book given over to new writers.
Gerber’s two year stint was uneven and
suffered from a continual change of artist,
but after artist Bob Brown arrives the
second half of the run picks up
considerably, marking the place where
Gerber first learns and hones the craft of
writing superhero comics in a Marvel style.
Having mastered the art, he’d go on to
completely disregard the rule book with his
next assignment.
Beginning with Issue #20, Gerber’s take
on ‘The Defenders’ is positively psychotic,
and probably the strangest superhero book
that Marvel ever published. Informed from
the start that any character development
surrounding ‘first-tier’ characters Doctor
Strange and the Hulk was strictly
forbidden, (remaining the domain of their
respective solo book writers) Gerber was
forced to concentrate on ‘second tier’
characters Valkyrie and Nighthawk.
Valkyrie’s battles over her own fate and
with male chauvinism, and Nighthawk’s
inner conflict and guilt over his inherited
wealth and corruption of his business
interests all serve to bring out storylines
surrounding gender politics, race relations,
environmental destruction and the
profiteering from war. Set very much in the
‘real’ world, Gerber mixes this all up with
the absurd and the surreal, importing
1950’s Atlas comics characters and forming
a group called the Headmen (among others
Dr. Arthur Nagan, a surgeon whose head is
transplanted onto the body of a gorilla and
Dr Jerold Morgan, whose bad
experimentation has left him with
shrinking bones and loose skin) all trying to
take over the world from Connecticut. On
top of all this madness, for reasons never
explained, a regular random appearance
from an ‘elf with a gun’ would see a strange
homicidal dwarf pop up from out of
nowhere murdering random people, while
never entering the main plot or coming

into contact with a single Defender. There’s
a unique unpredictability and frisson to the
book despite continuity being maintained
throughout by steadfast artist Sal Buscema.
Buscema’s visuals probably sum up ’70’s
Marvel superhero comics like no other, he
was simply everywhere, working on titles
from the Hulk to Spectacular Spiderman,
yet here his art only serves to make all the
craziness more startling; this may have
looked just like any other superhero book,
it just sure didn’t read like one.
Gerber would give a lot of the credit for
his Defenders work to Mary Skrenes, a
fellow writer who had her first professional
work published at DC Comics, with the
two going on to build a firm working
partnership from around this point. Such
work included bringing in a revitalised
‘Guardians of the Galaxy’ as guest stars.
introducing much of the mythos known to
many today through the successful film
franchise. Although not credited, it was
both writers that oversaw a spin-off
standalone ‘Guardians’ strip in ‘Marvel
Comics Presents…’, a solid short run that
was brought to an end before it truly began.
Increasingly gaining plaudits from a
fandom that was placing him in the upper
echelon of Marvel writers, Gerber had
already by this time sown the seeds of his
signature character back on the ‘ManThing’ strip when attempting to follow on
from Korrek leaping out of his jar of peanut
butter. Just how does a writer follow that?
“WAAUUGH!”
Years later Gerber recalled sitting in his
home office in Brooklyn pondering that
exact question. Overlooking a row of
backyards up and down the street, he
remembered being continually distracted
by somebody in the long row of apartments
trying out a new state of the art stereo,
blasting out the same annoying show/jazz
tune over and over again. Sat looking for
something to fit into the craziness of his

Nexus storyline, enduring the seemingly
endless tune being played and slipping into
some kind of trance, Gerber suddenly
found the image of a disgruntled, talking
duck popping up in his head, his later
description to artist Mayerick being a
cartooned, anthropomorphic duck, in
three dimensions. Fearing litigation from
Walt Disney over their own rather more
famous duck, he added ‘whatever you do
don’t put him in a sailor suit’. Instead,
Mayerick would add a cigar, porkpie hat
and rumpled coat.
Nobody at Marvel or anywhere else at
the time was writing about peanut butter
and walking, talking ducks, and questions
had already been raised privately about
Gerber’s state of mind. Famously he’d
never partaken in any of the mind-altering
substances some at the Bullpen would later
admit to, with any ’way-out weirdness’
coming directly from his own id instead.
Fearing he may have overstepped the line
this time however, the writer sought
vindication from colleagues, marching into
the office next door armed with finished
pages and announcing to McGregor and
fellow writer Marv Wolfman “I think Roy is
going to kill me? I’ve put a duck in the
Man-Thing book.”
McGregor and Wolfman merely
shrugged. “So what? It takes place in a
swamp!”
“No, it’s not that kind of duck.” Showing
off the finished pages both his colleagues
were in complete agreement.
“You’re right! Roy is going to kill you.”
Gerber decided to head off trouble and
approached Thomas upfront, trying to
explain that with the multiple dimensions
storyline going on things might
understandably get a little…crazy. Thomas
reply was succinct - get rid of the duck,
quickly. So it was that in only his second
appearance, traversing a hazardous

pathway within the Nexus along with ManThing, Jennifer and Dakimh, that the duck
called Howard trips, falling into apparent
oblivion.
Immediately the mail started to arrive.
Hostile, outraged mail, not because Marvel
had introduced a walking talking duck, but
because he’d been killed off. ‘Murderer,
you killed the duck!’ went a not-untypical
response, with later claims made that a
package arrived at the office containing the
carcass of a dead duck, the attached note
scrawled with the one word ‘Murderers!’
and twelve exclamation marks. Out on the
college lecture circuit, a nonplussed Stan
Lee was increasingly being asked just when
he planned on bringing the duck back,
forced to call and ask Thomas ‘what’s the
name of our duck again?’
Clearly Gerber had latched onto
something big. A short solo Howard the
Duck strip would languish on artist Neal
Adams drawing board for a while before
being picked up by a keen Frank Brunner,
and eventually appearing as back up in a
Man-Thing quarterly title cover-dated May
1975. ’Frog Death’ picks up exactly where
we left off, with Howard falling through
space and time and landing, in of all places,
Cleveland. Fending off the wanton
destruction of local creep Garko, who
drinks a dark potion and manages to turn
himself into a giant frog, the storyline was
followed up in the next Man-Thing
quarterly with ‘Hell-Cow’. Both short
stories were big successes, convincing
Marvel of the rapid need for a solo book for
which there could only ever be one writer.
The hype surrounding the launch issue
cover dated January 1976 was intensified by
a burgeoning speculators market, snapping
up multiple copies before passing on for
exuberant prices. Many readers missed out,
with Marvel forced into an early reprint.
Skrenes again got huge credit from Gerber
for many elements of the book’s success,
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sitting in on meetings between writer and
artist and herself the main inspiration
behind popular supporting character
Beverly Switzler. Brunner would only hang
around for the first couple of issues,
disillusioned as much by Marvel’s refusal to
increase his page rate after the huge success
of the launch as by Gerber’s refusal to share
control of the plotting. Gene Colan soon
settled in as regular artist, the new creative
team instantly forming a kind of mutual
appreciation society that would last for
their lifetimes. Veteran Colan felt very
strongly about the talent he was suddenly
working with; confessing he’d never read
through a whole script before starting work
on one, Gerber’s scripts were proving the
exception, sitting down with his wife and
howling with laughter as they read through
each from beginning to end. Some of the
best lines never actually made it past
Marvel’s own censors; with Howard and
Beverly sent through a portal by mad
accountant Pro Rata and landing in a huge
birds nest, Howard (not so) innocently
informs Beverly ‘this reminds me of where
I was first laid.’ Caught by some vigilant
Associate Editor, the line got altered to
‘first hatched’.
Making the front cover of the ‘Village
Voice’…earning a fan letter from Stan Lee
himself…’Howard the Duck’ was a
sensation. Crass, outspoken but with a
strong sense of justice, some began to
speculate that Howard may have been
based on Gerber himself, just as Beverly
was based on Skrenes. Years later the writer
would come clean, admitting that Howard
had always been “…my voice, my alter-ego
really. He was the conduit for my political
views, my wacky sociological theories, my
outrage at societies ills and my all too
frequent confusion about the intricacies of
personal relationships.” Such was the hype
that Gerber suggested Marvel run a
‘Howard for President’ campaign that year,

going up against big guns Gerald Ford and
Jimmy Carter. Marvel didn’t bite, but
Gerber conspired to run the storyline in the
book anyway, with Howard running as the
candidate for the ‘All Night Party.’ Gerber
and Skrenes even made up posters and
badges available through the letters
column, all bearing the campaign slogan
‘Get Down America.’ If ultimately
unsuccessful, Howard’s campaign to
assume power in the Oval Office at least
allowed the writer plenty of opportunity
for some biting political satire and
commentary.
Now on Marvel’s top rate ($26.50 dollars
a page) Gerber seemed to revel in all the
attention, flirting with the mainstream
media (“There’s a sensual quality to him
(Howard). If you stood him next to
Superman you could tell instantly who
would be more interesting to jump into bed
with”) yet the seeds that would soon burst
the bubble were already being sown, with
Howard awarded a syndicated newspaper
strip that both Gerber and Colan jumped at
the chance of producing.
Somehow Gerber found time to
introduce US heavy-metal megastars KISS
to the Marvel Universe by way of a Marvel
Special. Beyond his role as writer, Gerber
was on hand to assist with advance
publicity, with the band themselves
photographed supposedly shedding drops
of their own blood into the printing
presses, ensuring every issue would come
with actual KISS blood. Gerber wanted to
push the form in more serious ways too,
fighting for, and getting, better quality
paper stock for the book at a time well
before such practice became de rigueur the
following decade. Heavily involved in the
finished product, Gerber also negotiated a
small percentage for royalties,
unprecedented for a comics writer back
then. The special reportedly went on to sell
over a million copies.

When word got around about the sales
and royalties, the ill-feeling that had been
brewing among other Marvel freelancers
only intensified, and gossip circulated like
never before. It was a fact Gerber’s personal
life always seemed to lurch from one crisis
to the next, a fact only exasperated with
divorce from his wife. Increasingly seen as
some sort of troublemaker, unstable and
even possibly insane, rumours began to
circulate that he was too easily angered,
even violent. Tickled by the rumours
Gerber once asked someone for example’s
of his supposed bad behaviour, to be met
with a ‘..well, you did pick up a rolled-up
poster once and smack it against the filing
cabinet to make a point.’ The real truth was
somewhat more mundane; Gerber just
wasn’t the typical type of personality
comics were used to, someone who took
his work incredibly seriously whilst never
hiding his lofty ambitions to go on and
work outside of the medium. For now
however, the more success he had in the
small sandbox of comics, success of a kind
not really seen before, the more the
rumours would grow.
Skrenes and Gerber took an apartment
together in the run down Hells Kitchen
district (‘brave man, that Gerber’ ran an
item in a 1975 Bullpen Bulletins page) at a
time when most comics people lived in the
suburbs or in Queens. The fact that he’d
willingly moved to such a crime-ridden
area was seen by many as some perverse
psychological tactic to keep his stories
miserable. Putting aside the simple
economics of New York rent, there may
perhaps be a kernel of truth to the claim,
with these very environs playing a central
role in another new book.
“Some unforeseen factor interrupts the
orderly flow of events…”
Wanting to do a story about a kid hero
‘without the spandex’, Gerber and Skrenes
would make their new project appear to be
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a Marvel superhero book whilst being
anything but, introducing a strange, distant
kid called James Michael and suddenly
thrusting him into the poverty stricken
world of Hells Kitchen. Both writers made
the pitch directly to Lee at the time the solo
Howard book was proposed, with Lee’s
“great, go ahead” coming with only one
proviso, that the book be called ‘Omega,
the Unknown’. On such personal work,
Gerber also ensured that Skrenes would
receive a deserved co-writers credit with
him this time around.
Asked later about Gerber’s writing in an
interview in the Comics Journal, fellow
writer Steve Englehart would reply “he
depresses me too much,” laying bare what
was at the time simply a matter of differing
approaches. Englehart and the majority of
other Marvel writers saw their brief simply
to provide escapist entertainment, as far
removed from ‘reality’ as possible. Many of
them, Englehart included, did this very
well, but with something like ‘Omega the
Unknown’ Gerber and Skrenes were
working to a completely different agenda.
Drawing on their own childhoods and and
current living conditions for aspects of
James Michael’s own story, this deep,
strange, sensitive kid is set apart from his
surroundings in the rat infested, graffitistrewn drug abused world of mid-1970’s
Hells Kitchen. There aren’t any other
mainstream comic book launches before or
since that contain lines remotely similar to
“…am I mistaken, or is that the odour of
human excrement?’ Typically dynamic
Marvel covers of a guy in a cape battling the
likes of the Hulk or Electro are mere
window dressing, masking the writers real
intent, which for many to begin with
seemed to be to get as many readers as
possible to ask what the hell was going on.
Delighted to have the experienced Jim
Mooney handling the artwork, the book
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was a precious project to both writers,
conceived as heading in a definite direction
from the beginning, yet unfortunately the
envisioned ending would never come to
pass. Low sales killed a book years ahead of
its time very early on, with loyal readers
being promised that the storyline would be
concluded in an upcoming issue of the
Defenders. It eventually would, but events
conspired to ensure that neither writer
would be involved.
The end to Gerber’s time at 1970’s
Marvel was brought on by issues with the
Howard the Duck syndicated newspaper
strip. Both writer and artist had been
promised a percentage of the syndicates
take for the strip, but a problem soon arose
in that monies could only be released long
after the strips were published. The long
hours that Colan was putting in as artist
saw him essentially working for nothing,
having to cut back on his other paid Marvel
work while working on a daily strip where
payment wouldn’t be seen for months.
Despite needing to put food on the table,
Marvel were unwilling to advance him any
money. Gerber took up the artists cause,
resulting in him being ‘removed’ from the
strip and, before long, being removed from
Marvel altogether for reasons of ‘chronic
tardiness.’ Not long afterwards, Gerber
found out about Marvel’s efforts to licence
the character of Howard for use in film and
broadcast media, immediately filing a
lawsuit and asserting ownership of the
character. Never allowed to discuss the
terms of the eventual negotiated
settlement, the net result was that creator
and duck were forced to part company,
with Marvel retaining sole rights. “I give up
more than I wanted to,” was all Gerber said
years later, “ …and I know Marvel
conceded more than it wanted to. So the
settlement was probably fair.”

The whole sorry situation summed up
the changes in the industry itself. Marvel in
1978 under new editor-in-chief Jim Shooter
was a radically different beast to the
company Gerber joined under Roy Thomas
in 1972. With corporate dictates
increasingly driving creative decisions in
the never ending search for profits, all the
Marvel books, with one or two exceptions,
would arguably start to all look alike in the
years to come. Colan himself would soon
be driven out, his style supposedly at odds
with the way a Marvel comic should now
look, and Marv Wolfman, Roy Thomas and
many others would soon follow through
the exit doors. There was no longer any
room at Marvel for a maverick like Steve
Gerber.
In 1972 however Steve Gerber found
himself in the right place at the right time,
writing comics that would, unlike so much
of what came after him, go on to be lauded
for decades. As late as January 2008, lying
in a hospital bed and undergoing treatment
for the pulmonary fibrosis that would very
shortly take his life, he was providing the
introduction to another high prestige
Marvel collection of his entire Howard the
Duck run. Looking back with pride at
achieving what so many that came after
him had failed to, Gerber was quick to
acknowledge the very times that had made
him.
“Marvel Comics knew this subversive
literature was being published between the
covers of one of their books, and they
allowed it to happen. Thirty odd years later,
I still can’t explain that.”
I’m glad they allowed it, and I’m glad he
did.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All Images ©2022 Marvel Characters inc.
All Rights Reserved.
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All-Star Western #10 - First appearance of Jonah Hex
Written by John Albano, Art by Tony DeZuniga. DC Comics (USA)
The beginning of one of the really
fascinating DC characters, and one that's
gone through a hell of a lot in the years
since he first appeared here (we're ignoring
the 2010 movie version, obviously.) But
over the years he's been a glorious anti-hero
in various aspects of the DC Universe,
wonderfully grumpy and cynical, but
always sticking to that classic Western
template, no matter where, or when, he
finds himself.
Hideously scarred, Hex began as a
bounty hunter in the Old West here in AllStar Western, lasting 38 excellent issues
before he moved into his own series, for
another 92 issues, in 1977. After creator
Albano moved on in 1974, Michael Fleisher
came on as the series' main writer, joining
DeZuniga for the majority of the issues that
followed - something that gave the
character a sense of continuity and a
singular voice. And, of course, that
DeZuniga artwork was just perfect for the
character.
All was well right up to Crisis on Infinite
Earths, as which point the Hex series was
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cancelled to be replaced by the wonderfully
bizarre new Hex series (1985-1987), with
Fleisher writing his head off for 18 issues of
rather damn fine adventures that saw Hex
in a post-apocalyptic future - something
that actually worked surprisingly well,
thanks to Fleisher's writing and some great
art from Mark Texeira and Keith Giffen,
amongst others. After this, we've had some
particular good, always different, series
featuring the old bounty hunter; whether
that's the DC Vertigo issues from Joe R.
Lansdale and Tim Truman in the '90s; the
Justin Gray and Jimmy Palmiotti written
series of 2005 onwards, with a rotating
roster of some great artists, including the
return of creator DeZuniga; or even the
return of All-Star Western in the new 52 of
2011, complete with more jumping around
in time.
But let’s go back to the early days and the
first issue in particular. It opens, beautifully,
perfectly, with that classic Western trope Hex riding into town, two dead bad guys
dragged behind his horse. He's being
employed by the town, in another classic

Western plot element, to protect them
against a gang, Big Jim's Raiders, who've
been terrorising the place. Hex hunts them
down, of course, picking them off one by
one in a slow thriller, complete with the
almost obligatory ending of Hex almost
finding peace and happiness, only to have it
ripped away thanks to the nature of what he
does and who he is. It might only be 17
pages long but it’s a perfect exercise in
concise storytelling.
And, if that's not enough for you, the
other two strips in here have some similarly
sumptuous artwork - El Diablo by Gray
Morrow and Batlash by Nick Cardy. But
despite those two great artists this is all
about the lead strip, a great opener for a
great character.

Binky Brown Meets the Holy Virgin Mary
By Justin Green. Last Gasp (USA)
One of the most influential comics on
modern alternative autobiographical
comics? Pretty much, yes. Certainly the
first to adopt the 'confessional' approach
explored by so many in alt-comics over the
years. Binky Brown also pushed the
boundaries of both deeply personal and
explicit material, something
autobiographical comics in the
Underground to that point had shied away
from. Within a year, both Aline Kominsky
and Robert Crumb did something similar in
their work, whilst Art Spiegelman is oft
quoted as saying that, 'without Binky
Brown there would be no Maus.'
Justin Green's Binky Brown character
acts as a not so thinly veiled stand-in for the
author as he to spills his guts over the
'compulsive neurosis' that blighted his
youth. He blamed the Catholic Church for
all of it until later in life he was diagnosed
with OCD, which he now believes may
have been at least somewhat to blame. But
here, it’s all about the neurotic and messedup life of poor Binky, screwed up royally by
Catholicism, with obvious elements of the
OCD and a religiously fuelled/manipulated
imagination on full view from the off. But
very quickly, after a couple of pages of your
everyday strangeness, with Catholic guilt,
self-harm, compulsive and repetitive
behaviour, it goes down all manner of
rabbit holes of the bizarre and disturbing.
Penis obsessed, sex curious - pretty much
like every other young boy really - Binky's
nature takes it all that much further, with
him imagining turning everyday objects

into penises or that he's firing out 'pecker
rays' at everything and anything religious,
including the Statue of the Virgin Mary. It's
a rapid spiral into obsession and
compulsion.
In one comic, Green just creates a new
sub-genre of comics, probably one of the
most important sub-genres of alternative
comics, the confessional piece. But Binky
Brown is so much more than that, it's a
scattershot and fractured approach to
creating something that, at various times,
approximates a truth, widely exaggerates
possible moments of truth, allows the
unfettered imagination of a young kid to
escape onto the page, or just plain opens up
the mind of Green to pour forth a mixture
of memories and mixed-up fantasies. And
you can see all of that on page after page
here, all reflected in the state of mind of the
young Binky,
It's adult, it's radical, it's shocking, but it
was revolutionary for the time, and right
from the off Green is keen to let you know
what he's all about - with the first page
showing us a naked, chained up, hogtied
Green hanging precariously with the sharp
bit of a sickle way too close to his groin,
editorializing about his 'compulsive
neurosis,' Catholicism, and that this comic's
a way to get the message out to his fellow
neurotics that they're not alone. Oh, and he
hopes you don't think he's an asshole. He
wasn’t to know it, but in that moment, he
laid the foundation stone that all
alternative, confessional autobiographical
comics would build upon in the future.

'If all we neurotics
were tied together
we would entwine
the globe many times
over in a vast chain
of common suffering.'
Justin Green from the introduction to
Binky Brown Meets
The Holy Virgin Mary.
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The Demon

Hero For Hire #1 - The first appearance of Luke Cage

By Jack Kirby, Inks by Mike Royer.
DC Comics (USA)

Written by Archie Goodwin,
Pencils by George Tuska, Inks by Billy Graham,
Letters by Skip Kohloff.
Marvel Comics (USA)

Camelot is being attacked by Morgaine le
Fey while a desperate Merlin attempts to
protect the Eternity Book... his only hope is
to summon something infernal... the Demon,
Etrigan! So begins one of Kirby’s great series.
Of course, Camelot falls but Etrigan lives
on, destined to walk the Earth in the form of
the mysterious and centuries long-lived Jason
Blood, who knows nothing of his demonic
origins, except in nightmares and visions.
Which is why, as we join him, the mysterious
Jason Blood is seeking answers to his haunted
dreams in the 20th Century, looking to
uncover the meaning of the parchment he’s
carried with him for so long, one beginning
'Yarva Etrigan Daemonicus.'
It's not long before Morgaine le Fey, still
searching for Merlin's Eternity Book, comes
into Blood's life, knowing that he's the
immortal vessel for Merlin's pet and her best
hope of regaining her own youthful life. As
Blood is drawn into her plans, as the end of
the issue draws close, he's drawn to an
ancient tomb, with the fateful words that
transform him once more into the fiendish
and diabolical Etrigan.
Packed with incredible Kirby artwork what else would you expect? - The Demon's
first issue is an intricately plotted origin tale
that twists and turns, taking us across the
world in the suspenseful buildup to the
climactic appearance of Etrigan.
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Although Black Panther was the first
black superhero in comics, it's Luke Cage
who holds the accolade of being the first
black hero to star in their own superhero
comic. Born of the Blaxploitation craze,
Luke Cage's popularity and appeal has led
to a long history in Marvel Comics, and
even made it to the Marvel TV Universe.
But Hero For Hire isn't just a classic
because of what it meant for
representation, but it's also a damn fine
first issue and origin tale.
Carl Lucas finds himself in a maximum
security prison for a crime he didn't
commit – a classic way to set the scene of
course! We get to see some of the life
Lucas was taken from, framed by a friend,
losing the love of his life, and ending up in
a prison he's got little hope of getting out
of. Faced with corrupt and racist guards,

things look bad for the innocent Lucas
until he's offered a chance at getting
parole if he takes part in a special
experiment of the prison doc - the sort of
hi-tech Stark Industries experiment that's
always going to do two things, go wrong,
and give the experimentee strange
powers.
After the machine's sabotaged by one
of those corrupt guards with a grudge
against Lucas, he ends up with superstrength and a near-invulnerable,
bulletproof skin. Escaping the prison and
classed as officially dead, he finds his way
back to Harlem. After foiling a robbery
and being offered a reward by a grateful
victim, he comes up with a plan to set
himself up in the hero business. With a
new name and new threads, Luke Cage,
Hero For Hire is born!

'Change! Change! O' form of man!
Release the might from fleshy mire!
Boil the blood in heart of fire!
Gone! Gone! - The form of man - !
Rise, the demon Etrigan!!'

The People's Comics

Rose of Versailles

By Robert Crumb, back cover by Harvey Pekar
Golden Gate Publishing (USA)

By Riyoko Ikeda
Serialised in Margaret (Japan)

How do you react when one of your
characters features in their own big animated
movie and you find yourself bitterly
disappointed? Well, if you're Robert Crumb
and you've just seen Ralph Bakshi's Fritz The
Cat movie, you put out The People's Comic
with the brand new Fritz The Cat strip, ‘Fritz
The Cat, Superstar,’ and savagely kill him off.
But not before viciously lampooning the
world of movies in general and Bakshi in
particular.
In Fritz The Cat, Superstar, a world-weary
Fritz is having trouble keeping it together in
the light of all his fame. Across a few pages,
the feline gets frisky, has the most boring
script conference with 'Ralphy' and 'Steve',
who are way more excited about the next set
of movies than Fritz is, before picking up a
young bunny and heading off to a late night
talk show. On the way out, he bumps into old
flame, Andrea Ostrich. Sleaze, depravity,
drinking, sex, all stopped when Fritz wants to
watch himself on TV. It's just all too much for
Andrea in the end, and the nasty little cat gets
an ice pick in the back - Yep, that's how to
register your upset with a movie.
You'll also find a couple of great little
Crumb strips' 'Confessions of R. Crumb,' and
'The R. Crumb $uck$$e$ Story', plus the back
cover has the first comics work by Harvey
Pekar of American Splendor fame, after Pekar
laid out a few stories with stick figures and
showed it to Crumb. He writes and Crumb
draws 'Brilliant American Maniacs Series
No. 1: Crazy Ed'.

A politically-charged Manga historical drama set during the French
Revolution, Ikeda's Rose of Versailles formed part of the revolution in Shojo
Manga (Manga for girls). Already part of the Year 24 group of artists, already
highly politically aware, Ikeda was part of the movement to make Shojo
Manga that appealed more to adults, containing mature themes of love and
sexuality, social awareness, and political contents.
Rose of Versailles was the breakthrough Manga, the first of this new breed
to achieve real critical and commercial success, bringing the new generation
of Shojo Manga to the masses, instigated a seismic shift in the way Shojo
Manga was seen, and allowed more creators to push boundaries and tell
their own deeper and more complex stories. It's not hyperbole to say that it
redefined Manga completely and is hugely influential, even today.
It features two principle characters, Marie Antoinette, the teen queen of a
France in revolutionary chaos, and Oscar de Jarjayes, commander of the
Royal Guard and a woman brought up as a man from birth by her father just
so she could succeed him as commander at the Palace of Versailles.
Their twin stories play out against the background of the fall of the French
aristocracy and the tumultuous times of the French Revolution. While
Marie lives her fine life in the palace, taking a new lover, and living her
flamboyant and lavish lifestyle, Oscar leaves the Guard to join the
revolutionaries. As the story progresses, Ikeda makes much of comparing
the two women and their radically different lives and ways of seeing their
world. And, as you'd expect from a series set in such dangerous times,
there's no happy ending for either woman.
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Tits & Clits Comix #1

Swamp Thing #1

By Joyce Farmer and Lyn Chevli
Nanny Goat Productions (issues 1-3)
& Last Gasp (Issues 4-7) (USA)

By Len Wein, Art by Bernie Wrightson,
Colours by Tatjana Wood.
DC Comics (USA)
Although a version of the Swamp
Thing made his debut in House of
Secrets #92 in 1971, it's Len Wein and
Bernie Wrightson's classic Alec
Holland version of the character that
really counts, ushering in decades of
classic horror comics.
Sure, nowadays it may be the Alan
Moore, Steve Bissette and John
Totleben run on the title in the 80s
that get the acclaim, but Wein and
Wrightson were there from the
beginning, spinning their own
magnificent tales of the swamp
monster from the Bayou.
In these tales, particularly those
first 10 issues with the
Wein/Wrightson creative team, we
meet Alec Holland and his wife,
Linda, scientists working down in the
Louisiana Bayou on a revolutionary
bio-restorative formula that could
revolutionise food shortages globally.
As is the way of these things, evil
forces conspire to acquire the
research, ending with a bomb planted
the lab and an unconscious Alec
Holland waking up just as it goes off.
Covered in his own bio-restorative
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formula, he staggers, in flames, into
the swamp. Holland emerges as a
monster, 'a muck-encrusted
shambling mockery of life... a twisted
caricature of humanity that can only
be called... Swamp Thing!'
With Wrightson's perfect
draughtsmanship, all that intricate
detail, it was a perfectly imagined
horror series. To say it's the secondbest of all the Swamp Things, after the
Moore, Bissette, Totleben version is
no criticism - it's as close to a perfect
beginning as you
can get.

Even though the Underground Comix movement
had been shocking, offending, and entertaining
discerning readers for several years at this point, it was
predominantly a male affair, with far too many of the
works offering a sexist, even misogynistic view of
things.
But things were shaken up in 1972 with two radical
all-female comix released – first Wimmen's Comix #1
and, a few weeks earlier, Tits & Clits Comix #1.
Tits & Clits was the brainchild of two Californians,
Joyce Farmer and Lyn Chevli. They were sole creators
and self-publishers of the first three issues, selling
multiple print runs in the 10-20,000 range through the
head shops and alt-bookstores of the time. From issue
three they began bringing onboard a group of likeminded artists, including Joyce Brabner, Julie Hollings,
Lee Marrs, Krystine Kryttre, Roberta Gregory, Trina
Robbins, Sharon Rudahl, Dot Bucher, Carel
Moiseiwitsch, Terry Richards, Dori Seda, and Leslie
Sternbergh.
Whilst Wimmen's Comix was feminist and issues led,
including strips on sex and sexuality, Tits & Clits was all
about sex and sexuality with the strips inside featuring
characters dealing with sex, STDs, pregnancy, PMS,
masturbation, and so much more, most of it viewed, at
the time, as no sort of thing for women to be talking
about.
Of course, in the early '70s, sex was undoubtedly
political and Tits & Clits was a sex-positive feminist
comic, advocating a healthy sexual liberation for all something that immediately made it a target, both from
the authorities and the male members of the
Underground Comix movement.
It may be less remembered now than Wimmen's
Comix, but Tits & Clits, although differently focused,
was provocative, radical, and empowering, created by a
pair of comics pioneers.

Valerian And Laureline Volume
3: World Without Stars (The
Land Without Stars)
By Pierre Christin
and Jean-Claude Mézières
Dargaud (France)
Valerian & Laureline is a series hailed as a
masterpiece of Humanism, but the first couple of
volumes have a whiff of chauvinism about them,
Valerian taking the lead all the time, Laureline
relegated to a supporting character. However,
volume three, World Without Stars, sees Laureline
comes into her own, isolated from Valerian, using her
negotiating skills and intelligence to solve a planetary
conflict through negotiation, thinking, diplomacy,
the worlds are saved by adapting the political and
social ideologies of the people, not through force - all
thanks to the inventiveness of the man writing these
protagonists.
The pair of spatio-temporal agents of the Terran
Empire are sent to the rogue planet, Zahir, that
threatens new-formed Terran colonies on the nearby
Uxbar. There, they discover a hollow planet
(stunningly rendered by Mézières) with a populous
that's never seen the stars and who are engaged in a
bitter war split across gender lines, totally unaware
that their planet is hurtling towards disaster. To stop
it, the two agents of Galaxity will have to infiltrate
both sides and force reconciliation.
As Valerian And Laureline goes on, it just gets
better and better, with writer and artist diving full-on
into the realms of epic, glorious, visionary sci-fi packed with imagination and spectacle, but also a
series that, increasingly, had more and more to say
about the world and humanity, just as any truly great
sci-fi always does.

Wimmen's Comix Issue 1
Anthology - edited by Patricia Moodian
Last Gasp (USA)
Wimmen's Comix wasn't the first all-women comic, that was
1970's 'It Ain't Me, Babe,' it wasn't even the first in 1972, that was
'Tits & Clits', but it was one of the most important, a hugely
influential all-female underground comics anthology published from
1972 to 1992. Ground-breaking and unafraid to shatter boundaries,
it featured strips covering sex, homosexuality, politics, and all
manner of feminist issues. It's also the comic responsible for an
awful lots of the great women comic artists getting their start.
And of all the strips in Wimmen's Comix, the most important of
all may well have been Trina Robbins' 'Sandy Comes Out' in issue 1,
the very first comic strip to feature an out lesbian. It may seem tame
now, but in '72 it was truly ground-breaking and inspiring to so
many in the LGBTQ+ community.
If you're looking for a list of the great and the good of women's
comics, Wimmen's Comix's list of artists over the years is as good a
place as any to start, including Trina Robbins, Aline Kominsky, Lee
Marrs, Trina Robbins, Joyce Farmer, Mary Fleener, Melinda
Gebbie, Phoebe Gloeckner, Roberta Gregory, Carol Lay, Caryn
Leschen, Carol Tyler, Dori Seda, and so many more.

‘Sandy Comes Out' in issue 1,
the very first comic strip to feature
an out lesbian.
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Al Capp is fined for
attempted adultery

House of Mystery
200 is released

Mar vel
UK
appear s
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DC acquires the
Marvel Family from
Fawcett Comics

Brave and
0
the Bold 10
is released

DC publishes Tarzan
from issue 207

1972

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1972

Stan Lee becomes
Marvels publisher

Kamandi Last Boy
on Earth released

Marvel Comics launched
Luke Cage, Hero for Hire

Art Spiegelman
publishes Maus,
a three page strip
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